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• Intelligent Instruments Lab 

• Misuses of ROOT 
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• SOFIE in intelligent instrument design 
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Understanding 21st century AI through creative music technologies.
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Misuses of ROOT



1. tinyspec-cling

Tiny spectral synthesizer with live coding support.











Live coding systems for music

SuperCollider 

• Inspired by Smalltalk 

• Object-oriented / 
message passing

TidalCycles 

• Haskell library 

• String-based notation 
of pattern

Pure Data 

• Dataflow programming 

• Open source cousin of 
Max/MSP



tinyspec-cling
tiny spectral synthesizer with live coding support

• A tiny C++ live-coded overlap-add (re)synthesizer for Linux, 
which uses cling to add REPL-like functionality for C++ code.  

• create novel audio effects using FFT, phase vocoders and more, 
and control them with Open Sound Control (OSC) 

• create synthesizers, granular synthesis, bytebeats (time and 
frequency domain) 

• control other software with OSC 

• use these synthesizers and effects with DAWs, other 
synthesizers, etc using JACK 

• do all of this in a live performance (with some caveats)

Created by Noah Weninger  

byte.observer

http://byte.observer


Overlap-add (re)synthesis

• A function is called periodically to process a frame of audio. 

• E.g., phase vocoding is often performed a 4:1 frame size to hop size ratio 

• In this example, the “hop” is 3 samples, and the frame size is 7:





“bytebeat”: somewhat melodic music with  
no score, no instruments, and no real oscillators





tinyspec-cling

github.com/nwoeanhinnogaehr/tinyspec-cling 

byte.observer

https://github.com/nwoeanhinnogaehr/tinyspec-cling
https://byte.observer


2. Cling in embedded 
instruments

Using the Bela interactive audio platform.



International Conference on New Interfaces 

for Musical Expression (nime.org)

• “NIME gathers researchers and musicians from all over the world to share their 

knowledge and late-breaking work on new musical interface design.” 

• Started as a workshop at the Conference on Human Factors in Computing 

Systems (CHI) in 2001.  

• Annual series of conferences held around the world, hosted by research groups 

dedicated to interface design, human-computer interaction, and computer 

music.

http://nime.org




bela.io

http://bela.io




Raspberry Pi 

• Embedded Linux with user space 

• Low quality audio hardware 

• High latency and jitter due to OS

Arduino 

• Microcontroller - good for IO! 

• No OS = no latency/jitter 

• Insufficient CPU, harder to program

Embedded platforms for instrument makers



Bela: open source platform for interactive audio projects

• Hardware cape for BeagleBoard Black & Mini 

• PRUs enable microcontroller-level IO control & performance 

• Software OS based on Xenomai “hard real-time” Linux 

• Custom real-time process with higher priority than entire OS 

• 1ms roundtrip audio latency (~10ms considered “good”) 

• User friendly IDE, large examples library, online knowledge base & teaching courses 

• Polyglot: C++, SuperCollider, Pure Data, Faust, Csound, Rust, Python… 

• BUT! Slow(er) compile times & no live coding is frustrating for makers who need 
real-time feedback and iteration!

instrumentslab.org

http://instrumentslab.org


Bela C++ API



Programming Bela with Cling?

• Cross-compile Cling for BeagleBoard ARMv7 with hard-float architecture 

• Expose Bela’s render() function as gBelaRender so Cling can replace it

.I /root/Bela/include 

.L /root/Bela/lib/libbela.so 

.L /root/Bela/lib/libbelaextra.so 

.x /root/Bela/projects/[project_folder]/[project_main].cpp 

gBelaRender = cling_render // some new render function!



[cling]$ bela->audioSampleRate 

(const float) 44100.0f 

[cling]$ analogRead(bela, 0, 0) 

(float) 0.000259399f

REPL access to BelaContext and Bela APIs!



Future work

• Updating to latest Cling 

• Bela IDE integration  

• Integrated Cling REPL feedback into IDE terminal 

• Toolbar for loading files into the REPL, easy access to undo, etc 

• Develop strategies for live coding musical instruments 

• More flexible C++ API suited to live coding 

• Preventing / catching errors 

• Optimising Cling for hard real-time performance…?



3. SOFIE in intelligent 
instruments

In search of embedded AI for musical instruments.



Understanding 21st century AI through creative music technologies.



Icelandic version of the monochord is called langspil.  

The instrument has one to six strings, where some are used as drone strings.

The Icelandic langspil





From cardboard to CAD...









Feedback as instrumental agency

This is where we want to 
do embedded AI! 
Can SOFIE help?









Initial experiments with SOFIE on Bela

• It runs! 

• The single header file approach is ideal for embedded musical instruments 

• As expected, slower than hardware-accelerated libraries 

• (Hopefully) Google Summer of Code project exploring this further…



Discussion



How can ROOT benefit from its misuse?

"In the grand scheme of things, there are 
three levels of design: standard spec., 
military spec., and artist spec.  

Most significantly, I learned that the 
third was the hardest (and most 
important), but if you could nail it, then 
everything else was easy.  

After my work with artists, my research 
career at the University of Toronto and 
Xerox PARC was relatively simple.” 

– billbuxton.com/luthier 

https://www.billbuxton.com/luthier.html
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Embodied Scientific Instruments

• Hypothesis: interactive haptic intelligent instruments 
can give novel and alternative scientific insights when 
applied in the exploration of large data sets. 

• How can intelligent instruments serve as epistemic 
tools for scientific enquiry? 

• How can creative AI benefit data display with haptic 
feedback and sonification? 

• How can we gain new knowledge of performance 
with data sonification of instruments? 

• How does AI change our notions of creativity? What 
is the ethical and aesthetic impact?



_iil_is

intelligentinstruments

iil.is


